
Page 05  ~ End elevation. Showing braces, end blocks & pegbox detail
Print out the plan on A1 size paper 841 mm x 594mm

Do Not Scale when printing

BRACE ONE BRACE THREE
no sound post

BRACE TWO Use 4 cylinder magnets as the lid latch. They are glued into
the lid and key box side at each end of the key box

Felt pad to dampen tangent return

Wooden dowel 3mm diam. 
Used to stop the key at the

correct return point, up against
the felt pad
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Lid hinge made from
 1.5 mm diameter 

steel wire.

not drawn to scale

Simple Chanter string lifters
made from steel nails

shaped to carry string in 
off wheel position. Use this
instead of the remote string 
lifting system if prefered.

end viewButtress template
make 2 of these mirror image

to each other

Side view
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Slot into peg head end block
(up to the line)

tenon to slot into
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Trompette and Alto drone string
silencer hooks. Lift the string 

onto the hook to disengage it from the wheel

 6mm wide
buttress mortise

(slot) 

4mm wide
key box mortise

(slot)

This view shows the peag head to key box and buttress joint.
The black shows the slots to make the mortis and tenon joint.

mortis (slots)

Looking straight down 
through the peg head. 
Drilled out of a solid 
block 93mm x 112mm

x 80mm 

Key box

peg head
end block

Buttress

The buttress
 is routed (morticed) into slots 

in the peg head and  peg head end block.

The key box is routed (morticed) into the 
peg head and glued down to the sound board
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Section through body at first brace. 
This is the pattern for  “BRACE ONE”
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Trompette

Alto drone

Tenor drone

Bass Drone

Low Chanter High Chanter

(Viola c)

(Nylgut 0.95mm)

(Viola g) (Viola a’ tuned to g’)

G (Cello G)

C (Cello C)

Use synthetic core metal wound
strings for everything except the
Trrompeete, which is solid Nylgut

Strings

sideview

Section through body at third brace. 
This is the pattern for  “BRACE THREE”

Section through body at second brace. 
This is the pattern for  “BRACE TWO”
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